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About This Game

Sky Reper is a vertical reel flight shooting game. The player controls the different planes and fights over the city.

Each aircraft has three different means of attack

1: basic attack

2: Force attack

3: Bomb attack

The power of basic and power-up attacks is related to the player's current firepower. After destroying a specific enemy, the
player can eat a blue [Power Up] for up to 4 times. The power of the bomb is constant, and players can also get extra bombs by

destroying specific enemies.

The difficulty of the game will gradually increase with the level. It is definitely not an easy task to clear the customs. We will
wait for your challenge and hope to bring you joy.

We will continue to increase the content of the game, so that you are worth the money, thank you for your support.
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A novel idea, but not deserving of its price, sale or not. The character designs are fun, and the actual gameplay is entertaining,
but it's simply not worth it. I finished the singleplayer in twenty minutes, and that was it. With barely anyone online at any given
time, your experience will pretty much entirely be single player. The charming and polished little game had me excited, but alas,
the polish and shine is much ado about nothing.. Wasted potential.
I like your idea, but the execution is fatal.
The assets are straight from RPG Maker, like seriously, some freaking ninjas, mages and other things aren't fitting with Gabe,
Valve and the Illuminati setting. It's just random enemies. The gameplay gets boring pretty quick too. The spawn rates of
enemies are insane, and the game lacks a punch. You just sit there waiting for it to end. I'm really sorry but this game is not
worth recommending.

 The ending hints the 2nd part of the game to be released. I hope it will be better next time. I wish you the best with the sequel. .
do not buy this version if you want to paly with friends on pc/windows because it doenst work.. The game is alright, and i do
recommend, But THOUSANDS OF FLAWS Are included.
-There needs to be multiple ways to go just like binding of isaac. This is inspired by binding of isaac, right?
-There has to be more levels.
-More Powerups must be there
-more characters
-and make updates.. this game teach you how to co-op wiht other, need patience for grinding some item, over all its a good
game. A fun little game that's got more complexity tucked away in it than you might first expect, but unfortunately not enough
to give it any longevity. Reasonably priced at $6 with "Classic" sessions lasting anywhere from about ten minutes to over thirty
once you've acquired all the extra cards makes this an excellent game to fill the time while traveling or during a work break.
Expect to get anywhere from three to six hours out of it figuring out all the secrets to completing the technology tree, but be
warned that if you don't take this game in short doses as it was designed you will soon be left with only your personal level of
entertainment to sustain your interest.
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While this is free, I would suggest you only play it if you are extremely easily entertained or if you honestly have nothing better
to do. The story is bland, twee, and I could not stand Tara. While the voice actor for her character didn't stumble, the accent and
inflection grated on my nerves.

While the art is nice enough it can be difficult to read the text. Poor choice of colour for the most part. It doesn't always show up
well on top of the background.

The music is decent. I don't have much to say for or against it.

About the only amusement I got was reading the fishy puns you get to choose from at one point.

If this story had a bit more depth then perhaps I would have found it endearing. As it is, I found it about as interesting as listening
to some distant cousin complaining about her humdrum social life.. This is fun. Recommend!. Alle, die mich -und meinen Kanal-
vielleicht kennen, wissen, dass ich ein ziemliches Faible f\u00fcr chinesische Sim\/Management-Games habe... u.a. einfach weil
diese irgendwie "anders" sind.
Und Dokus schaue ich f\u00fcr mein Leben gerne. Also was g\u00e4be es da eigentlich besseres, als genau diesen Film hier?

Allerdings sollte man des Englischen schon halbwegs m\u00e4chtig sein (keine deutschen Untertitel) - und vor allen Dingen, schnell
lesen k\u00f6nnen :D Das hat aber wohl mehr etwas mit der chinesischen Sprache zu tun.

Desweiteren bekommt man einen (meiner Meinung nach) ziemlich ehrlichen Einblick in die chinesische Indie-Dev-Szene. Ich muss
gestehen, ich habe keinen "unserer", westlichen Indie-Game-Movies gesehen, von daher kann ich es schlecht vergleichen.

Von mir bekommt das Teil jedenfalls 5-Sterne... (ach warte, Stop... falscher Shop^^) - aber wie man oben lesen kann, bin ich ja
auch irgendwie "vorbelastet" ;)

------------------------

tl;dr-version for the english folks

very interesting documentary around the chinese IndieDev-Scene. Be sure to read fast, because it seems the chinese language
transfers a LOT more information (per word) as we\u00b4re used to :D

But if you\u00b4re interested in Indie-Games, Documentaries and the chinese way of doing things, you will have some great 100
minutes.

-----------------------------

And for the fellow chinese freinds here:

\u8c22\u8c22\u4f60\u7684\u8fd9\u90e8\u7535\u5f71 !
\u8bf7\u7528\u82f1\u8bed\u5236\u4f5c\u66f4\u591a\u6e38\u620f - \u8c22\u8c22 -
\u4fdd\u6301\u826f\u597d\u7684\u5de5\u4f5c

(I really hope this is accurate :D)

. DLC is okay, but what we really needed was a Next Avangers Heroes Of Tomorrow DLC.. characters and moves on point and i
love the references to turtles in time. It's not just bad. It's awful and unplayable.
I don't think anybody likes playing hide and seek with guards.
Delete, delete, delete and forget about it as soon as possible like nightmare.. The steam page needs to detail that this is only 1\/3 of
the game and not the full release. You play the story from the view of three different characters but right now there is only one
character view to play. If you do enough searching there is a developer comment showing that they will release the rest later but that
information is not found posted on the store page details else less people would be getting it till the game is finished. I find this to be
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false advertisement to gain sales when this is actually just a beta being shown as full released.

I will not recommend this game till the store page is updated to reflect the current state of the partial game.. Great football manager
game.. With the amount of similar cheaper games running in portable touch devices, unless it's on sale, I see no reason why you'd
buy this, anyway here's my quick list of pros\/cons:

Pros :
- Fun
- Cute graphics
- Well finished

Cons:
- has no trade card drop
- has no achievements
- expensive for what it is

The new version is released with the following updates:
The new version is released with the following updates

1. Modify bugs such as game carton

2. Adjust the brightness of the game to make the bullets more obvious

3. Adjust the difficulty of the game to make it easier for the game to pass customs

4. Increase the left mouse button to launch bullets and the right mouse button to release bombs, so as to avoid the immovability
caused by keyboard and keyboard conflicts.. The game will be released in early February:
The game will be released in early February. Next we will continue to add new game content, thank you for your support.
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